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ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT 
Edited by D. M. Adcock 

156 p. 1974. $4.50 
This book is intended as a valuable summary of energy 
technology and its associated problems. The authors discuss 
different aspects of the economic, social and environmental 
consequences of unrestrained growth in electricity and total 
energy consumption. Power construction schemes are likely 
to have considerable environmental impact at a time of in
creasing awareness of the need for environmental conserva
tion. Series No. 19. (N.Z. Institute of Public Administration.) 

EX-NUPTIAL CHILDREN AND THEm PARENTS 
RESEAROI MONOGRAPH No. 2 

473 p. 1976. $9.75 
This report was intended to provide basic data which up 
till now has been lacking. The survey gives fundamental demo
graphic information on the characteristics of illegitimate 
children and their parents and examines in detail the place
ment of illegitimate children in New Zealand. The publication 
also aims to place information about the incidence of ille
gitimacy in New Zealand within an international context. Of 
particular interest to sociologists, economists, researchers and 
social workers. (Social Welfare Department.) 

The first monograph of this series, entitled Child Abuse in 
New Zealand is also available from the Government Printer. 
Price $4.50 

EVALUATION OF THE NEW ZEALAND COMPULSORY 
SEAT BELT LEGISLATION 

TRANSPORT REPORT No. 17 
1976. $1 
This is one in a series of reports which present the results 
of investigations conducted by, or for, the Ministry of 
Transport. 

The reports are intended to provide information of interest 
both to others carrying out similar research and to those whose 
interest is the practical application of research findings. 
(Ministry of Transport.) 

FACSIMILIES OF THE TREATY OF WAITANGI 
1976. $12.95 
A valuable volume of old New Zealand records comprising: 

The Declaration of the Independence of New Zealand. 
The original draft of the Treaty by Governor Hobson. 
A series of copies of the Treaty itself as finally adopted 

and signed by the chiefs and witnesses. 
The preface and facsimilies are reproduced from litho

graphic originals first printed 1877. (Government Printer.) 

FAMILY GROWTH STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SPECIAL REPORT SERIES No. 48 

77 p. 1976. $4 
The preliminary report on the Family Growth Study made in 
the Hutt Valley presents the initial analysis of the data 
collected. 

Provides data on contraceptive practice, pregnancy planning, 
family sire ideals and expectation, and sterilisation. Gives 
a bibliography and the eight sections of the questionnaire. 
Will be of great value to Government departments and groups 
and organisations involved in the health and social welfare 
work of New Zealand communities. 

FISIDNG METHODS AND DEVICES OF THE MAORI 
By Elsdon Best 

National Museum Bulletin No. 12 
264 p. $15.95 
Another in the series of the Best publications it has been 
reprinted without revision so that the basic studies may be 
accessible in the original style. 

This particular bulletin still remains the only comprehensive 
account of most aspects of Maori fishing. The descriptions 
of methods employed in fishing given here are still quite 
basic for any future studies in this field since no first-hand 
observations can now be made. The detailed fishing methods 
outlined are accompanied by descriptions of the artifacts used, 
together with associated chants, magic formulae, special 
observances, and fishing lore. 

FIVE Bx PLAN FOR PHYSICAL FITNESS 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

32 p., reprinted. 1977. 60c 
Originally produced by the Royal Canadian Air Force, this 

exercise programme is designed for men. 
The 5 Bx plan is a scientifically designed approach to 

physical fitness which can develop an adequate level of reserve 
energy needed for vigorous positive well-being and zestful 
living. 

The exercises can be done by yourself, at home, in your 
spare time, at your own rate of progress, without discomfort, 
and in only 11 minutes a day. 

(For women see the xBx Plan for Physical Fitness.) 

FOREST LORE OF THE MAORI 
By Elsdon Best 

DoMINION MUSEUM BULLETIN No, 14 
421 p. 1977. $17.95 
Printed without textual alteration, the work provides an 
important basis for any study of old-time Maori economics 
and perhaps more important of his attitude to what was a 
major part of his environment. It will be more of general 
interest today than when first written, since it stresses so 
fully the uses made by the Maori people of their natural 
resources, and supplies basic materials for further studies in 
ethnobotany and ethnozoology. The reverence which the old 
time Maori showed towards natural resources mirrors the 
modern concern for ecological principles. 

FREDERICK THATCHER AND ST. PAUL'S 
By Margaret Alington 

50 p., 18 illustrations. 75c 
The story of Frederick Thatcher and the Colonial Gothic 
structure he built. This book fills in some gaps in his 
personal life and his original design for St. Paul's. 

THE FUTURE FOR NEW ZEALAND AGRICULTURE
Economic Strategies for the 1980s 

By Ian McLean 
NEW ZEALAND PLANNING CoUNCIL 

74 p. 1978. $4.50 
The publication discusses the economic setting, then considers 
agricultural policy, and next presents alternative economic 
strategies with particular attention to the agricultural sector. 

GAMES AND PASTIMES OF THE MAORI 
By Elsdon Best 

(National Museum Bulletin No. 8), 1976 Reprint 
334p. $17 
First published in 1925 this bulletin is one of the series 
originally written by Elsdon Best, and has been reprinted 
without textual alteration. 
Elsdon Best describes it as "An account of various exercises, 
games, and pastimes of the natives of New Zealand, as 
practised in former times; including some information con
cerning their vocal and instrumental music". 
Includes an account of musical instruments and Maori song 
together with games and pastimes of a relaxing nature as 
well as those involved in ritual and training. 
Contents include: Military exercises and games, Aquatic 
games, Children's games, Introduced games, Maori songs and 
Musical instruments. 

GLASSHOUSE TOMATOES-Agriculture Bulletin 3370 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

86 p. 1978. $3.25 
The present text replaces earlier editions of the bulletin. 
Important factors to consider when . establishing a tomato
growing glasshouse; are lighting, soil type, site, water supply, 
shelter, and proximity to· a market. These as well as general 
cultural practices are dealt with in this bulletin. 


